Air-Powered HYDRAULIC OIL VACUUM

Empties and cleans hydraulic tank in minutes

• Fills and Empties
• Handles dirty oil and sludge with ease.
• Quickly and easily installs on any good 55 gallon drum and lid
• Transfers old oil directly to shippable drum – no double handling
• No electrical hookup – safe for wet areas.

Uses standard 80 to 100 psi compressed air.

Also great for spill cleanup
– No oil-drying absorbent needed
– Better than shop vacuums:
  • Vacuums directly to waste-oil drum
  • More reliable – no moving parts
  • Faster
  • No loss of efficiency as drum fills
  • Large capacity
  • Safer – no electricity

Hydraulic Oil Vacuum – 2 Way

Includes: Vacuum unit, 10’ hose with tapered PVC couplings, PVC tapered drum adapter, extension tubes, crevice tool, skimmer tool, round brush, and squeegee.

PART #  90650   PRICE  $561.00

• Up to 25’ lift
• Instant On/Off (control from air valve)
• Overflow protected by automatic valve
• Stainless steel construction

24 Hour Service - 7 Days a week
1-800-809-4623
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